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Abstract

This article focuses on the challenge of helping learners to understand the realistic implications in business coursework. It begins with an overview about the reasoning used to examine adjusting a core course, business communication, required for all business majors. The next section reports findings from a pilot study that used concept maps via industry expectations to develop a Business Communication assignment focused on improving realistic understanding of business fields and writing deliverables. The final section discusses how connections between coursework and industry expectations helped business majors develop applicable discipline-based skills expected by industry.

Introduction:

Within the context of bridging the gap between theory and practice, theoretically, there is general agreement among business faculty across business disciplines that a fundamental learner outcome should be to prepare business majors with skills expected by industry. Yet, business faculty operate with limited knowledge about learners in terms of academic preparedness and post academic performance in relation to industry expectations. The most common reason suggested by literature is that business faculty have limited opportunities to use industry feedback about how to develop skills (Moshiri & Cardon, 2014; AACSB, 2011; Yu, 2010; Russ, 2009; Sapp & Zang, 2009). This might help to understand the perceived practical gap regarding recent graduates in terms of industry expected outcomes, especially given employers expect new college graduates to contribute in “meaningful” and “innovative” ways once hired and that education institutions should be adjusting their programs to accommodate that need (Smith & Clark, 2010, p. 41-57).

There are many challenges to addressing these employers’ expectations; of particular interest to this author, a business professor, was literature that proposed adjusting programs to recognize that learners’ knowledge and skill gaps derive from how little they know about expected workplace practices. These findings suggest learners are underprepared when choosing to pursue a business degree (Moshiri & Cardon, 2014; Capelli, 2012; Cardon & Marshall, 2010; Hancock, et al., 2009). Within the scope of these findings, it is reasonable to infer these learners are also inadequately prepared given limited career insight. Career insight refers to the “degree to which individuals have realistic perceptions of themselves and their environment” (Feldman, 2003, p. 501). For instance, Hancock, et al. (2009) reported Accounting majors often do not recognize the importance of business communication and how it relates to their degree. Although the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) lists communication as a fundamental personal competency needed by all learners entering the accounting profession,
regardless of the career path they choose (public/industry/government/ non-profit) or the specific accounting services they will perform (AICPA, 2008). In a related manner, Finance majors appear to be challenged when required to write about financial concepts or to construct useful graphics (Carrithers & Bean, 2008; Carrithers et al. (2008). While these findings are significant and contribute to related literature, academicians and industry representatives still grapple with the challenge of business majors’ preparedness for the workplace.

Thus, a reasonable review of course content and/or program adjustments might involve pedagogical strategies which include emphasis on reality-based content and deliverables. This rationale is supported by the accreditation organization, Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB International). The organization encourages business programs to blur the boundaries between educational disciplines and offer innovative programs. A specific recommendation is for business programs to use effective pedagogies inclusive of active learning and technology (AACSB International, 2011; Biz Schools at Risk, 2002). Taken together these findings point to the importance of analyzing factors that might affect learners’ levels of understanding content and skill development. It is plausible here to suggest additional research opportunities to investigate factors, e.g. pre-major tracks or multidisciplinary approaches, that influence career insight related to learners’ choice of major – business and non-business.

Although this study focuses on business programs, a related approach, interdisciplinary coursework, might yield implications for mapping purposes about career insight. Interdisciplinary coursework stresses the connections among business fields, e.g. business communication, that might develop students into well rounded business professional with the interpersonal skills that they need in order or be successful (Athavale et al., 2008). Reviewing from this perspective, academicians and industry representatives might be able to help learners develop realistic expectations before declaring business as a field of study. They might also be able to identify strategies to improve declared business majors’ interests that facilitate engagement of continuous improvement of career insight and development. For this reason, the author examined the business communication course to identify usable data which might accommodate adjusting the course and/or business programs to address industry expectations.

The business communication course serves as a core courses for business majors across disciplines (e.g. accounting, finance, general business, insurance and risk management, international business, management, management information systems, marketing, supply chain). Most business programs (undergraduate and graduate) require business communication, yet, the general industry perception suggests poor writing in the workplace is the result of “gaps” in developing writing skills in the classroom (Bess, 2014; Belkins, 2014; Sharp & Brumberger, 2013; Lentz, 2013; Nicolas & Anous, 2013; Middleton, 2011; Jones, 2011; Kozel, 2010; Laster & Russ, 2010; National Association of Colleges and Employers, 2010; Hynes & Sigmar, 2009; National Commission on Writing, 2004).

**Method:**
To investigate the issue, the author reviewed studies which surveyed business communication courses to map topics covered and types of assignments (Moshiri & Cardon, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2010; Russ, 2009; Du-Bacoock, 2006). Next, a survey of job postings used by industries with professional connections to the author’s university and college were examined. The goal was to collect data via a job analysis, process of systematic inquiry aimed at discovering and documenting the essential nature of work (Brannick et al., 2007). Findings showed various job postings from employers’ descriptions of major functions and competencies required to perform them. Both sets of data were used to map business communication topics and assignments in two columns – academic and industry.

In order to pilot the data collected, forty invitations ranging across all business degrees e.g. accounting, finance, general business, insurance and risk management, international business, management, management information systems, marketing, supply chain) offered at the author’s College of Business was sent to industry representatives, some of whom were graduates of one of the business programs. Twenty-five industry representatives, of which each business program was represented, agreed to participate in a round-table discussion about expected business communications skills. The purpose was to discuss the perception of a gap in terms of equipping business majors with industry expected business communication skills.

In preparing for the roundtable discussion, data collected was used to initiate discussions about business communications’ topics covered and types of assignments. This allowed industry representatives to review the findings, specifically, the two column mapping process - topics covered and types of assignments to specific skills
via job analysis. For example, a primary discussion point focused on the need for business majors to improve skills related to writing effective business messages, e.g. memorandums and letters. The discussion examined in detail applying positive and other-oriented tones in business documents. All twenty-five industry representatives agreed there was a need for business majors to improve their understanding of the relevance of drafting a message with specific language (jargon) to the area of expertise (business major). This was a key finding in terms of the author’s interest in the link between limited career insight of business majors and expected industry performance. Especially, given in planning the roundtable, the author decided to use concept maps to demonstrate a technique for assessing learners’ connection and knowledge acquisition.

Concept Maps vary in many forms. For example, Concept Maps are referred to as Design Thinking in business management literature given the result-oriented approach to business development (Frisendal, 2012; Liedtka & Ogilvie, 2011; Martin, 2009 & 2006; Brown, 2008). Generally, a concept map is a top-down diagram mapping the relationships among a set of connected concepts and ideas. It is a pictorial way to display how an individual, or group, perceives a concept, problem, or topic. A concept map is constructed, in most instances, from general ideas to more specific ideas. It is a deliberate and structured way of representing the relationship between disciplinary concepts and ideas. Concept maps, in particular are recognized as constructivist tools that facilitate active, reflective and meaningful learning (Bacabac, 2015; Davies 2011, Novak, 2007, 1998; Hay, et al., 2008; Francis, 2006). This is useful for academic assessment purposes, especially, when the process uses the six levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation) to guide learners’ understanding of concepts and relationships between concepts when diagraming the Concept Map (Krathwohl, 2002; Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).

With this in mind, the author used this approach to demonstrate techniques for closing the gap between business programs and industry expectations. To help illustrate this point, a sample Concept Map follows. Industry representatives agreed the Concept Maps—Design Thinking—were helpful when reviewing, linking and cross-linking using information in the two columns (topics covered and types of assignments to specific skills via job analysis). Thus, meaningful dialogue occurred yielding realistic expectations with key takeaways.
During discussion, a consistent theme became apparent: learners need to develop career insight about specific knowledge and skills within their majors. In reviewing the two columns' findings, industry representatives agreed learners could improve their understanding of industry expected performance if they knew what to expect within their field of study before declaring their business major and/or introduction to course content related to business communication. The feedback from the industry representatives who interview and employ our business majors provided support for the author's interest in adjusting programs and/or course content focusing on developing learners' career insight given their limited understanding about expected workplace practices. From this perspective, the author collaborated with industry representatives and designed applications useful for equipping learners with career insight. For planning purposes, information about the participants, preparation and an
example of one of the assignments follow. The overall objective was to help learners develop career insight to improve their understanding of connecting theory and practice.

Participants:
The sample population of this study was enrolled in a one semester core Business Communication class. There were 40 business majors: accounting (11), finance (8), general business (4), insurance and risk management (2), international business (5), management (2), management information systems (3), marketing (2) and supply chain (3).

Other demographics data (age, gender and work experience) were collected. Age ranging (21-58); Gender (26 women/14 men); and Work Experience (30 nontraditional learners working 40 hours or more aspiring career opportunities), 6 learners with internships within their field of study: (accounting, finance, international business) and 4 traditional learners without work experience.

Preparation:
Learners (business majors offered in the College of Business) received two weeks (four class meetings) of course activities on career insight. These activities included: reading material, e.g. knowledge and skills (soft and hard) related to the learners’ major and discussions (panels with industry representatives and the college’s career center). Learners were required to review two journals (academic/practitioner) and websites related to their major, e.g. other college business programs, companies, labor facts/government databases, etc.). These activities were designed for learners to focus on their major and collect preliminary data related to industry expectations in their field of study.

Applications for Business Communication
Learning Objectives
To impress on learners the importance of developing a reality-based perspective about their declared field of study (Career Insight).
To help learners experience reality-based applications with specific skills linked to their declared field of study.

Time to Complete
The first assignment, four class meetings, is needed for discussions and research time.

Career Insight Question: What written skills do employers request when they advertise position openings in your field?

Research Employment Posts: Research position openings in your field at an online job site. Examples include but are not limited to: posts on our job board in the College of Business/Career Center, Monster.com, US.jobs or LiveCareer. Identify five position openings in your field of study. Then prepare a list of the top three writing skills in your field of study. Use these findings to self-assess your knowledge in terms of qualifications for one of the positions within your field of study.

Class Meetings: Before class -read course content on writing effective business messages (memorandum and letter). Bring your findings (list of key elements) from the research applications to class. We will use examples from your findings and speakers from the panel discussion to build “personalized” concept maps with key content related to each field of study enrolled in the class. Students (Business majors) should be able to show linkage to the discussions when writing effective business messages within the field of study. Next, we will examine basic model and sample model documents (memorandum and letter) within fields of study. These activities will help you focus on applying positive and other-oriented tones in business documents during the writing process.

Applications: (1) Draft a memorandum with your findings from the course’s activities related to Career Insight. Make sure to explain and detail examples of the top three writing skills required in your field of study. Provide a citation list, APA format, at the bottom of the document.

(2) Draft a letter to your professor explaining how you plan to apply findings from the Career Insight application. Make sure to explain your plan for developing your writing skills within your field of study given industry expectations.
Discussion:-

Findings
The timing of the course application was critical in helping business majors develop an understanding of industry expected skills within a field of study. Timing the application at the beginning of the semester allowed learners to form abstract base knowledge about specific skills within their field of study. By doing so, they were able to link and apply theoretical skills during the semester while developing practical business messages and documents related to their field of study. Hence, in terms of assessment, findings from the pilot study provided the author with mapping data that can be used to identify strategies for addressing closing the gap between learners’ preparedness and industry’s expected skills. Some key takeaways from the pilot study follow.

Career Insight
In general, four roadblocks stand between many students and career success: procrastination; rationalization; unrealistic expectations; and lack of understanding of how their academics, extracurricular activities, and work experience relate to their ability to complete successfully for a job that meets their professional and business needs (Clark, 2005, p.271).

Findings from the pilot study, mirrored related literature which suggest the need for early interventions that provide business majors with a “realistic set of expectations” for framing career insight. Helping business majors earlier in their courses to understand and develop industry expected skills improved their perception about workplace practices and career insight. Results from this pilot study suggested business communication faculty should consider using pedagogical strategies which include emphasis on reality-based content and deliverables.

Concept Maps
Of particular importance, similar to the industry representatives during the roundtable discussion, participants showed a preference to the use of Concept maps. The business majors were able to understand links between course topics and assignments to their specific field of study expectations. Since, the concept mapping process involved instructional sequence in each phase of the application, the author was able to assess via Bloom’s Taxonomy levels of understanding during the application, grading deliverables and the entire semester. Selected self-reported excerpts from participants are provided below about how this mapping process affected their career insight about writing skills within their field of study.

Majors:-
Accounting - As an Accounting major I placed more attention on how to develop quantitative skills (decisions and applications). After the first assignment on career insight, I shifted my focus to a more balanced approach between developing qualitative and quantitative skills. I discovered a large percentage of my daily activities in the workplace might involve writing about accounting procedures. The concept maps and model documents help guide my discovery of the importance of writing within my field.

General Business – The concept maps helped me to cross-link a broad range of skills listed for a person majoring in General Business. I discovered at the top of several skills listed by employers seeking to hire business graduates was writing business reports. The required documents, memo and letter, in the first assignment helped me to practice writing in my field of study. It also improved my understanding about career options.

While this study provided preliminary data, several important findings were revealed. A consistent theme mirroring related literature showed business communication skills, i.e. writing ability, ranked in the top percent in terms of importance for business majors to develop and/or possess. However, there was general disagreement among the ranking of other skills (soft/interpersonal qualities and hard/knowledge/technical expertise). A plausible explanation of this disagreement might be rooted in specific workplace trends such as: generational differences or functional aspects within each business major. The author plans to extend this study to collect additional data to examine identified workplace trends and specific skills. Examining the issue from this perceptive, the author propose to contribute to related literature by identifying strategies which might improve closing the gap between academic and industry expectations.

This pilot study provided a glimpse of how the business communication course might be adjusted to identify strategies for addressing academic preparedness in relation to industry expectations. It is important to note a
limitation of the study in terms of the forty participants. However, a key takeaway was participants in the study were actively engaged in developing their career insight applicable to their fields of study. Given active engagement of learners, data useful for identifying gaps between theory and practice might be understood and applicable program and/or business communication course adjustments can be made to improve learners’ outcomes mapped to industry performance.
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